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We started the day late so when we arrived for our visit to the famous RMK MARINE shipyard, in Tuzla, where we 

unfortunately missed the removal of the main mast on the sailing vessel S/Y Nazenin V, but were lucky enough to be 

afforded a tour inside the vessel by Captain Yosi Catalan while it is being prepared for a major 10 year survey and 

refit during the northern winter season.  

 

 

 

We were also taken around the RMK shipyard and it was very impressive.  

The tour began with a visit to the design facilities in the yard where naval architects (about 25) work consistently to 

draw up and correct existing models of ships being built in the yard. We observed various operations in the yard and 

the sectional building of some tankers. It is quite an amazing feat considering the size of the shipyard and how it 



utilises the spaces. The yard is quite different because unlike most yards it doubles as a yacht building and 

commercial ship building facility, as well as a doing restoration for all vessels bought by the owner.  It was also good 

to note that the steam tug Rosalie which we were on the day when we went to the museum was restored here. 

 

 

The rudder and the prop. 
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We had lunch with Captain Yosi and then we departed on yet another adventure… 

We drove in light Istanbul traffic a short distance and visited the world renowned Turquoise Yachts.  



 

We were escorted around the yard by Mr Davut Kul, a naval architect, and we had a wonderful time learning about 

the building and maintenance of mega yachts.  

 

 

Turquoise yachts specialise in building quality yachts and are well known by the Turkish bourgeoisie and 

international tycoons, who regularly order vessels there. Before long the day was over so we departed and got stuck 

in some classic Istanbul traffic which Captain Phil finessed like a true Turkish citizen.  

Thabiso.  

 


